News Release
BIZPHYX AWARDED WOMEN OWNED SMALL BUSINESS (WOSB) CERTIFICATION WITH
THE SBA, WILL BE SPEAKING IN CHINA ON ISO 14001 AND SUSTAINABILITY
DALLAS, September 17, 2012 –BIZPHYX one of the nation's leading quality management consulting firms,
specializing in TL 9000, ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 training, auditing and implementation, is pleased to announce that
BIZPHYX has been awarded their WOSB (Women Owned Small Business) certification with the Small Business
Administration (SBA).
The WOSB Program is a Federal program run by the SBA. It authorizes government contracting officers to restrict
competition (or set aside) certain requirements for competition solely amongst women-owned small businesses
(WOSBs). The Federal government has both prime contracting and subcontracting goals for small businesses.
“The Small Business Act requires that 23% of Federal prime contracts dollars be awarded to small businesses and
that 5% of those dollars be awarded to women-owned small businesses, making this type of certification an incredible
achievement for BIZPHYX,” states Sue Clancy, President and CEO of BIZPHYX. “We are excited about the ability to
compete for these government contracts and grow our service portfolio. This certification makes that possible.”
BIZPHYX is also pleased to announce that President and CEO, Sue Clancy will be presenting at the WEConnect
International China Sustainable Solutions for Growth Conference in Beijing, China in October. She will be conducting
a workshop on ISO 14001 and sustainability practices. WBEs in China and around the globe are embracing ISO
14001 as a way to address their environmental goals and practices so they can better compete in global supply
chains.
“ISO 14001 is an internationally recognized EMS and it is a great framework from which an organization can
continuously improve its environmental performance,” states Clancy. “As a result our global training operations
are expanding, not only in Asia, but in Europe as well. We recently completed a dual TL 9000 and ISO 14001 project
for a multi-national networking equipment provider in Germany and did the same for a global mobile software provider
at their facility in Ireland. BIZPHYX is currently leading a similar project for an international transportation company in
Malaysia. These are exciting times for quality management standards and in particular, environmental quality.”
BIZPHYX has successfully designed a program where clients can achieve dual and triple quality management
certifications that include ISO 14001.
For more information about WeConnect International, visit: http://www.weconnectinternational.org/
For more information about the SBA’s WOSB Program, visit: http://www.sba.gov/
About BIZPHYX
Nationally recognized as TL 9000 experts, BIZPHYX is a certified Women's Business Enterprise (WBE) and a global
QuEST Forum selected training provider. BIZPHYX assists clients in other industries such as transportation and
energy with ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 training, implementation, internal auditing and risk management services.
BIZPHYX also develops supplier diversity and strategic sourcing solutions for Fortune 500 companies.
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